Harbor Isle

Elevated outdoor living has been called the ultimate luxury, and the relaxed and casual aesthetic of coastal styling remains the most coveted look in those spaces. The Harbor Isle collection from Tommy Bahama Outdoor Living features bases with classic turnings and tapered legs, thick cast aluminum tops with intricate woven patterns, and a sophisticated walnut finish.

Designs are generous in scale, accommodating today’s larger entertaining spaces. The dry-brushing effect on aluminum surfaces is applied entirely by hand, producing a finish that looks remarkably like wood. Deep seating silhouettes feature clean lines and a distinctive basket weave pattern of all-weather wicker, along with extra plush cushioning that ensures a level of comfort equal to that of fine indoor upholstery. Explore the fresh new look of alfresco living with the signature style of Tommy Bahama.

Tommy Bahama
OUTDOOR LIVING
The graceful lines of the 92-inch Harbor Isle sofa are underscored by the gentle slope of the frame’s floating arms, capped with all-weather woven wicker. The high back design supports plush back cushions for exceptional seating comfort. Accent pillows shown are optional.
Shown below, the Harbor Isle ottomans can be paired with lounge chairs or used in pairs as cocktail ottomans. The side handles make them easy to move in any configuration.

3935-44 Harbor Isle Ottoman Frame Only
26W x 25D x 18.75H in.
CS3935-44 Harbor Isle Ottoman Cushion

3935-33 Harbor Isle Sofa Frame Only
91.5W x 39.75D x 37H in.
CS3935-33 Harbor Isle Sofa Cushion Set

3935-11 Harbor Isle Lounge Chair Frame Only
29.25W x 38.75D x 37H in.
CS3935-11 Harbor Isle Lounge Chair Cushion Set

3935-955 Harbor Isle Round End Table
28 dia. x 22H in.
One of today’s most popular seating configurations incorporates flanking love seats with lounge chair seating to the side. Shown here is the 63-inch Harbor Isle love seat. Accent pillows shown are optional. The lounge chair is available as the stationary version shown, or as a swivel rocker design shown on page 15.

3935-050 Harbor Isle Round Accent Table
19.75 dia. x 23H in.

3935-22 Harbor Isle Love Seat
Frame Only
63.25W x 39.75D x 37 in.

CS3935-22 Harbor Isle Love Seat Cushion Set

3935-945 Harbor Isle Rectangular Cocktail Table
48.75W x 32D x 19.5H in.

3935-11 Harbor Isle Lounge Chair
Frame Only
29.25W x 39D x 37H in.

CS3935-11 Harbor Isle Lounge Chair Cushion Set
3935-22 Harbor Isle Love Seat
Frame Only
63.25W x 39.75D x 37 in.

CS3935-22 Harbor Isle Love Seat Cushion Set

3935-945 Harbor Isle
Rectangular Cocktail Table
46.75W x 32D x 18.5M in.
The Harbor Isle swivel rocker offers the most comfortable seating in the collection. Shown here around the 48-inch round cocktail table with turned legs and hexagonal stretcher, the setting is ideal for inviting conversation among guests.

3935-947 Harbor Isle Round Cocktail Table
48 dia. x 19.5 in.

3935-11SR Harbor Isle Swivel Rocker Lounge Chair Frame Only
29W x 39D x 37H in.

CS3935-11SR Harbor Isle Swivel Rocker Lounge Chair Cushion Set
The 20-inch round accent table features all-weather woven wicker around the perimeter and a removable tray with handles. This design offers functional storage in a profile that works equally well as an end table or chairside table.
Chaise lounges always make a great design statement, and the custom-finished aluminum frame accented by all-weather woven wicker make this silhouette particularly special. Note the woven detail on the adjustable backrest, which offers a great look from either direction.
Shown on the opposite page is the tiered end table. It’s unique oval design features a glass top and two shelves with a slat design for storage.
The 60-inch round and 87-inch rectangular dining tables offer medium and large-scale dining options. The rectangular table features an umbrella pass-through in the top with a custom monogrammed insert when the umbrella is not in use.
The 38-inch bistro table features a custom removable insert under the top that allows the table to be adjusted from counter to bar height. Shown below is the design at counter height and on the opposite page at bar height.
DETAILS

Harbor Isle designs feature intricate cast aluminum tops with unique braided and woven patterns. The artisan finish with hand applied dry brushing offers a look that emulates the natural grain patterns in solid wood. All-weather woven wicker enhances the look of casual coastal style.

DINING TABLE TOP CONFIGURATIONS

ACCENT PILLOWS

To further customize your outdoor upholstered seating, seven different sizes and shapes of accent pillows are available, with or without welts. Pillows feature 100% all-weather fiber in a water resistant ticking that is thermally sealed to prevent water penetration.

DECORATIVE TRIMS, FRINGES, TAPES AND CONTRAST WELTS

Numerous trim options are available on accent pillows, including contrast welts in any fabric as well as decorative cords, fringes and tape treatments. Please see the Tommy Bahama Outdoor Living price list for details.
THE FINEST MATERIALS

ALUMINUM FRAMES
Tommy Bahama Outdoor Living frames are engineered for strength and built to last using cast or wrought aluminum. Joints are precision-welded for strength and durability, then ground and polished by hand to ensure a smooth and seamless look.

CUSTOM FINISHES
Finishes on Tommy Bahama Outdoor Living products are specially formulated, with custom base coats and painstaking handwork, to achieve a unique look. Durable powder-coated finishes are baked onto the aluminum frames, ensuring that they are colorfast and highly resistant to damaging UV rays. Finishes are also corrosion and scratch resistant. The element that sets these designs apart is meticulous handwork using techniques like dry brushing, gilding, burnishing and texturing which result in a product that emulates fine indoor home furnishings.

GFRC TOPS
Certain table tops are made with Glass Fiber Reinforced Concrete – a proven outdoor building material that has been in use commercially for over 35 years. It is known for its strength, weight, durability and unique thermal flexibility in all-weather environments. Please see care and maintenance instructions at TommyBahamaOutdoorLiving.com for specific details.

TEAK
Certain collections incorporate natural teak components. Tommy Bahama Outdoor Living uses only the finest quality plantation grown, sustainably-sourced teak in its designs. The indigenous color of teak is golden brown. With age, the patina turns to an elegant silver tone. Etching to regularly oil the teak will cause it to retain its original color longer.

Most prefer to allow it to age naturally. Please see care and maintenance instructions at TommyBahamaOutdoorLiving.com for specific details.

PERFORMANCE FABRICS
Creating a seamless transition from an elegant interior to a stylish outdoor space is the essence of luxury living. Fabrics must have the sophisticated look and luxurious hand of residential textiles as well as performance attributes to withstand extreme outdoor conditions. The Tommy Bahama Outdoor Living program includes fabrics and trims from industry leaders in performance fabric technology, whose attributes include the following:

- A “performance fabric” is one with the following attributes:
  - Colorfast dyes that are highly resistant to fading from UV exposure
  - Fibers that are inherently resistant to mold and mildew
  - A tight weave to withstand the wind and elements
  - A durable finish for superior stain and water resistance

WEATHERGUARD™ UPHOLSTERY CUSHIONS
The exclusive Tommy Bahama Outdoor Living WeatherGuard™ cushion is engineered to be highly water resistant, mildew resistant and anti-microbial, while offering the most comfortable seating in the industry. In fact, the comfort is superior to most fine indoor upholstery. The unique construction consists of (4) distinct layers:

- The inner core is 1 lb. density, high-resiliency foam that provides unparalleled support, functioning like a box spring in premium bedding. It is both mold and mildew resistant.
- The second layer is soft-cell foam, designed to provide a relaxed but supportive seat, like a plush mattress.
- The third layer is spun polyester fiber, which is inherently anti-microbial and functions like a pillow-top, offering down-like comfort and a luxurious “crown” to the cushion.
- The fourth layer is a wrapping of water resistant non-woven ticking that is thermally sealed to prevent water penetration into the layers below.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE & WARRANTY INFORMATION
Please see your authorized Tommy Bahama Outdoor Living dealer, or visit our website at TommyBahamaOutdoorLiving.com for care and maintenance instructions and warranty information.

NOTE TO FURNITURE RETAILERS:
Possession of this catalog does not constitute the authority to purchase, nor does the furnishing of this catalog constitute an offer by the Company to sell any of the items contained herein. Lexington Home Brands (“Lexington”) reserves the right to alter specifications or discontinue items at any time without advance notice. All price lists and catalogs remain the property of Lexington, and may not be copied or in any way duplicated without the express written consent of the Company. They must be returned or made available, without cost, to Lexington promptly should the business relationship be terminated by either party. Failure to observe this restriction may result in the termination of Lexington’s relationship with the dealer, legal action, or both.

MANUFACTURING NOTES:
In order to provide our customers with the best possible quality and value, this collection includes items or components produced outside the United States. All Lexington furniture is produced to Lexington’s design and material specifications and crafted to meet the highest quality standards. Please note that, in the catalog printing process, color may vary. It is always recommended that you view the collection in person at an authorized dealer.